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     ABSTRACT: The IEEE 802.16 working group brought out a new broadband wireless    

access technology called “WiMAX” meaning Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access. The key features of WiMAX including higher bandwidth, wider range and area 

coverage, its robust flexibility on application and Quality of Services (QoS) attract the 

investors for the business scenarios. However measurements show that in the real field, there 

are some parameters that impair the transmission which include path loss, co-channel 

interference, fading, delay spread etc. The interaction between the electromagnetic waves and 

the environment reduces the signal strength sent from transmitter to receiver which causes 

the path loss. The site measurements are expensive and costly. Propagation models have been 

developed as low cost convenient alternative and suitable way. There are numerous 

propagation models available to predict the path loss. Here, we compare and analyze 

different  path loss models (e.g. COST 231 Hata model, ECC-33 model, SUI model, Ericsson 

model and COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami (W-I) model) which have been proposed for 

frequency at 3.5 GHz in urban and suburban and rural environments in different receiver 

antenna heights.  

1. Introduction 

Nowadays people are enjoying wireless internet access for telephony, radio and television 

services whether they are in fixed, mobile or nomadic conditions. WiMAX systems are 

expected to deliver broadband access services to residential and enterprise customers in an 

economical way. It is based on Wireless metropolitan Area Networking and considered as 
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Fourth Generation (4G) technology. It provides an enhanced set of features with flexibility in 

terms of potential services. Some of them are Interoperability, Portability, Non-Line-of-Sight 

Operation, Higher Security, High Capacity, Wider Coverage etc. The WiMAX family of 

standard (802.16) concentrates on two types of usage models a fixed Wimax usage model 

and a mobile Wimax usage model. The basic element that differentiates these systems is the 

ground speed at which the systems are designed to manage. 

      Necessity of Propagation Models 

Propagation analysis is very important in evaluating the signal characteristics. For wireless 

communication system, the system should have the ability to predict the accuracy of the 

radio propagation behavior. Thus it has become pivotal for such system design. The site 

measurements are expensive and costly. Propagation models have been developed as low 

cost, convenient alternative and suitable way. Channel modeling is essential for characterized 

the impulse response and to predict the path loss of a propagating channel. Path loss models 

are important to design base stations, that can be estimated us to radiate the transmitter for 

service of the certain region. Channel characterization deals with the fidelity of the received 

signal. The main thing of designing a receiver is to receive the transmitted signal that has 

been distorted due to the multipath and dispersion effects of the channel, and that will receive 

the transmitted signals. It is very important to have the knowledge about the electromagnetic 

environment where the system is operated, and the location of the transmitter and receiver. 

     Types of Propagation Models 

Models for path loss can be categorized into three types. 

i. Empirical Models: An empirical model is based on data used to predict, not explain a 

system and are based on observations and measurements alone[4]. It can be split into two 

subcategories, time dispersive and non-time dispersive. The time dispersive model provides 

us with information about time dispersive characteristics of the channel like delay spread of 

the channel during multipath. The Stanford University Interim (SUI) model is the perfect 

example of this type[1].  COST 231 Hata model, Hata and ITU-R model are example of non-

time dispersive empirical model. 
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ii. Deterministic: This makes use of the laws governing electromagnetic wave propagation in 

order to determine the received signal power in a particular location. Nowadays, the 

visualization capabilities of computer increases quickly. The modern systems of predicting 

radio signal coverage are Site Specific (SISP) propagation model and Graphical Information 

System (GIS) database. SISP model can be associated with indoor or outdoor propagation 

environment as a deterministic type. Wireless system designers are able to design actual 

presentation of buildings and terrain features by using the building databases. Architectural 

drawing provides a SISP representation for indoor propagation models. Wireless systems 

have been developing by the use of computerized design tools that ensure more deterministic 

comparing statistical. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Block Diagram of Propagation Models 

 

iii. Stochastic: 

This is used to model the environment as a series of random variables. Least information is 

required to draw this model but it accuracy is questionable. Prediction of propagation at 

3.5GHz frequency band is mostly done by the use of both empirical and stochastic 

approaches. 

     Basic Propagation Mechanisms 

Electromagnetic wave propagates through a medium by reflection, refraction, diffraction and 

scattering.  

Reflection: When electromagnetic wave propagates, it experiences a reflection due to object 

of the environment is large enough compared to its wavelength[5]. Reflection created from 
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many sources like the ground surfaces, the walls and from equipments. The co-efficient of 

reflection and refraction depends on angel of incident, the operating frequency and the wave 

polarization. 

 Refraction: Due to the change of air temperature the density of atmosphere is changed, if a               

wave is impacted upon this kind of medium, the wave changed its direction from the original 

wave’s path and refraction occurred. 

Diffraction: Diffraction is created when the electromagnetic wave propagate from 

transmitter to receiver obstructed with a sharp edge surface[5]. Wave propagates behind the 

obstacle when NLOS exist in the radio path, through diffraction. Not only the geometry of 

the object, but also the angel of incident, amplitude and phase of the signal also responsible 

for making diffraction. 

Scattering: If the object of the environments are small compared to the wavelength and 

compare to the number of obstacles per unit is enough large, than scattering occurs. In the 

practical field, it occurs due to small objects like foliage, lamppost and street signs especially 

in the city area. 

2. Related work 

Some important postulates from repudiated national and international journals related to my 

work are as under: 

 Tapan K. Sarkar et.al. [2003] in their paper “A Survey of Various Propagation Models for 

Mobile Communication” presented a review of information on various propagation models 

for indoor and outdoor environment. They also discuss the main characteristics of radio-

channels such as path loss, fading and time-delay spread[7]. 

 S. Ahmadi [2009] in his paper “An Overview of Next generation Mobile Wimax 

technology” discussed that the growing demand for mobile Internet and wireless multimedia 

applications has motivated the development of broadband wireless access technologies in 

recent years. Mobile WiMAX has enabled union of mobile and fixed broadband networks 

through a common wide-area radio-access technology and flexible network architecture. 

Since January 2007, the IEEE 802.16 working group has been developing a new amendment 

of the IEEE 802.16 standard (i.e., IEEE 802.16m) as an advanced air interface to meet the 
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requirements of ITU-R/IMT-advanced for 4G systems, as well as for the next-generation 

mobile network operators. Depending on the available bandwidth and multi-antenna mode, 

the next-generation mobile WiMAX will be capable of over-the-air data-transfer rates in 

excess of 1 Gb/s and of supporting a wide range of high-quality and high-capacity IP-based 

services and applications while maintaining full backward compatibility with the existing 

mobile WiMAX systems to preserve investments and continuing to support first-generation 

products. In this paper he also discusses the technical features of IEEE 802.16 standard [8]. 

 Manju Kumari, Pooja Yadav and Purnima K sharma [2011] in their paper “Comparative 

Study of Path Loss Models in different Environments” discussed that Both theoretical and 

measurement-based propagation models indicate that average received signal power 

decreases logarithmically with distance. For comparative analysis we use Okumura’s model, 

Hata model, COST231 Extension to Hata model, ECEC-33 model, SUI model along with the 

practical data. Most of these models are based on a systematic interpretation of theoretical 

data service area like urban (Built-up city or large town crowded with large buildings), 

suburban (having some obstacles near the mobile radio car, but still not very congested) and 

rural (No obstacles like tall trees or buildings like farm-land, rice field, open fields) in INDIA 

at 900MHz & 1800MHz frequency [9]. 

3. Path loss models In this work, we analyze different models which have been 

proposed by the researchers at the operating frequency of 3.5 GHz. 

Free Space Path Loss Model (FSPL) 

Path loss in free space PLFSPL defines how much strength of the signal is lost during 

propagation from transmitter to receiver. FSPL is diverse on frequency and distance. The 

calculation is done by using the following equation . 

PLFSPL=32.45+20 log10(d) + 20 log10(f) 

where, 

f: Frequency [MHz] 

d: Distance between transmitter and receiver [m] 

Power is usually expressed in decibels (dBm). 
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    Okumura Model:-The Okumura model is a well known classical empirical model to       

measure the radio signal strength in build up areas. The model was built by the collected data 

in   Tokyo city in Japan. This model is perfect for using in the cities having dense and tall 

structure, like Tokyo. 

     Median path loss model can be expressed as : 

PL(dB)=Lf + Amn(f,d) - G(hte) - G(hre) - GAREA 

where 

PL: Median path loss [dB] 

Lf: Free space path loss [dB] 

Amn(f,d): Median attenuation relative to free space [dB] 

G (hte): Base station antenna height gain factor [dB] 

G (hre): Mobile station antenna height gain factor [dB] 

GAREA: Gain due to the type of environment [dB]and parameters 

f: Frequency [MHz] 

hte: Transmitter antenna height [m] 

hre: Receiver antenna height [m] 

d: Distance between transmitter and receiver antenna [km] 

    COST 231 Hata Model 

     The Hata model is introduced as a mathematical expression to mitigate the best fit of the 

graphical data provided by the classical Okumura model. Hata model is used for the frequency 

range of 150 MHz to 1500 MHz to predict the median path loss for the distance d from 

transmitter to receiver antenna up to 20 km, and transmitter antenna height is considered 30 m 

to 200 m and receiver antenna height is 1 m to 10 m. To predict the path loss in the frequency 

range 1500 MHz to 2000 MHz. COST 231 Hata model is initiated as an extension of Hata 

model. It is used to calculate path loss in three different environments like urban, suburban 

and rural (flat). This model provides simple and easy ways to calculate the path loss. Although 

our working frequency range (3.5 GHz) is outside of its measurement range, its simplicity and 

correction factors still allowed to predict the path loss in this higher frequency range. The 

basic path loss equation for this COST-231 Hata Model can be expressed as:  

     PL=46.3+33.9 Log10(f)-13.82 log10(hb)-ahm+(44.9-6.55 log10(hb))log10d+cm 
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where 

d: Distance between transmitter and receiver antenna [km] 

f: Frequency [MHz] 

hb: Transmitter antenna height [m] 

 

 

     Stanford University Interim (SUI) Model 

    IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Access working group proposed the standards for the 

frequency band below 11 GHz containing the channel model developed by Stanford 

University, namely the SUI models [1], [2]. This prediction  model come from the extension 

of Hata model with frequency larger than 1900 MHz. The correction parameters are allowed 

to extend this model up to 3.5 GHz band. In the USA, this model is defined for the Multipoint 

Microwave Distribution System (MMDS) for the frequency band from 2.5 GHz to 2.7 GHz 

[1].The base station antenna height of SUI model can be used from 10 m to 80 m. Receiver 

antenna height is from 2 m to 10 m. The cell radius is from 0.1 km to 8 km [2]. The SUI 

model describes three types of terrain, they are terrain A, terrain B and terrain C. There is no 

declaration about any particular environment. Terrain A can be used for hilly areas with 

moderate or very dense vegetation. This terrain presents the highest path loss. In our thesis, 

we consider terrain A as a dense populated urban area. Terrain B is characterized for the hilly 

terrains with rare vegetation. The basic path loss expression of The SUI model with correction 

factors is presented as 

PL=A+10γ log10(d/d0)+Xf+Xh+Sfor d> d0 

where the parameters are 

d : Distance between BS and receiving antenna [m] 

d0: 100 [m] 

λ: Wavelength [m] 

Xf: Correction for frequency above 2 GHz [MHz] 

Xh: Correction for receiving antenna height [m] 
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s : Correction for shadowing [dB] 

γ: Path loss exponent 

      Hata-Okumura extended model or ECC-33 Model 

One of the most extensively used empirical propagation models is the Hata-Okumura model 

[4], which is based on the Okumura model. This model is a well-established model for the 

Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band. Recently, through the ITU-R Recommendation P.529, 

the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) encouraged this model for further 

extension up to 3.5 GHz. The original Okumura model doesn’t provide any data greater than 

3 GHz. Based on prior knowledge of Okumura model, an extrapolated method is applied to 

predict the model for higher frequency greater than 3 GHz. The tentatively proposed 

propagation model of Hata-Okumura model with report [3] is referred to as ECC-33 model. 

In this model path loss is given by: 

PL=Afs+Abm-Gb-Gr 

Afs: Free space attenuation [dB] 

Abm: Basic median path loss [dB] 

Gb: Transmitter antenna height gain factor 

Gr: Receiver antenna height gain factor 

4. Simulation of models and Results 

In our computations, we fixed our operating frequency at 3.5 GHz; distance between 

transmitter antenna and receiver antenna is 5 km, transmitter antenna height is 30 m in urban 

and suburban area and 20 m in rural area. We considered 3 different antenna heights for 

receiver i.e. 2 m, 4 m and 8 m.  We consider free space path loss model which is most 

commonly used as idealistic model. We take it as our reference model so that it can be 

realized how much path loss occurred by the others proposed models. 

     Analysis of simulation results in urban area 

The accumulated results for urban environment are shown in Figure 4.1. Note that Ericsson 

model showed the lowest prediction (142 dB to 138 dB) in urban environment. It also 

showed the lowest fluctuations compare to other models when we changed the receiver 

antenna heights. In that case, the ECC-33 model showed the heights path loss (167 dB) and 
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also showed huge fluctuations due to change of receiver antenna height. In this model, path 

loss is decreased when increased the receiver antenna height. Increase the receiver antenna 

heights will provide the more probability to find the better quality signal from the transmitter. 

COST 231 W-I model showed the biggest path loss at 10 m receiver antenna height. But this 

model is considered for precise analysis due to additional parameters which described some 

environmental characteristics. 

Table 4.1: Path loss estimate at 2 km distance in urban environment 

Propagation 

Models 

Transmitter 

antenna 

height (m) 

Transmitter 

power (dBm) 

Path loss 

(dB)at 2 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Path loss (dB) 

at 4 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Path loss 

(dB) at 8 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Free Space 

Loss 

30 43 109 109 109 

COST 231 W-

I 

30 43 150 150 150 

ECC-33 30 43 175 160 145 

COST 231 

Hata 

30 43 158 155 152 

SUI 30 43 148 142 136 

Ericsson 30 43 142 140 138 

   

 Urban Environment:- 

 

Figure 4.1: Analysis of simulation results for urban environment in different receiver 

antenna height. 

    Analysis of simulation results in suburban area 
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The accumulated results for suburban environment are shown in Figure 4.2. In following 

chart, it showed that the SUI model predict the lowest path loss (121 dB to 115 dB) in this 

terrain with little bit flection’s at changes of receiver antenna heights. Ericsson model 

showed the heights path loss (157 dB and 156 dB) prediction especially at 6 m and 10 m 

receiver antenna height. The COST-Hata model showed the moderate result with remarkable 

fluctuations of path loss with-respect-to antenna heights changes. The ECC-33 model showed 

the same path loss as like as urban environment because of same parameters are used in the 

simulation. 

Table 4.2: Path loss estimate at 2 km distance in suburban environment 

Propagation 

Models 

Transmitter 

antenna 

height (m) 

Transmitter 

power 

(dBm) 

Path loss 

(dB)at 2 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Path loss 

(dB) at 4 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Path loss 

(dB) at 8 

m receiver 

antenna 

height 

Free 

Space 

Loss 

30 43 109 109 109 

COST 

231 W-I 

30 43 139 139 139 

ECC-33 30 43 175 160 145 

COST 

231 

Hata 

30 43 154 148 135 

SUI 30 43 96 93 89 

Ericsson 30 43 161 159 157 

         

        Suburban Environment:- 
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Figure 4.2: Analysis of simulation results for suburban environment in different 

receiver antenna height 

   Analysis of simulation results in rural area: 

    The accumulated results for rural environment are shown in Figure 4.3.In this environment 

COST 231 Hata model showed the lowest path loss (129 dB) prediction especially in 8 m 

receiver antenna height and also showed significant fluctuations due to change the receiver 

antenna heights. COST 231 W-I model showed the flat results in all changes of receiver 

antenna heights. There are no specific parameters for rural area. In our simulation, we 

considered LOS equation for this environment (the reason is we can expect line of sight signal 

if the area is flat enough with less vegetation). Ericsson model showed the heights path loss 

(173 dB to 168 dB) which is remarkable, may be the reason is the value of parameters a0 and 

a1 are extracted by the LS methods. 

Table 4.3: Path loss estimate at 2 km distance in rural environment 

Propagation 

Models 

Transmitter 

antenna 

height (m) 

Transmitter 

power 

(dBm) 

Path loss 

(dB)at 2 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Path loss 

(dB) at 4 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Path loss 

(dB) at 8 m 

receiver 

antenna 

height 

Free Space 

Loss 

30 43 109 109 109 

COST 231 

W-I 

30 43 121 121 121 

ECC-33 30 43 NA NA NA 

COST 231 

Hata 

30 43 157 150 138 

SUI 30 43 151 145 139 

Ericsson 30 43 175 173 171 
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    Rural Environment:- 

 

Figure 4.3: Analysis of simulation results for rural environment in different receiver 

antenna height. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

Our comparative analysis indicate that due to multipath and non-line of sight environment in 

urban area, all models experiences higher path losses compare to suburban and rural areas. 

Moreover, we did not find any single model that can be recommended for all environments. We 

can see in urban area (data shown in Table 4.1), the Ericsson model showed the lowest path loss 

(138 dB in 8 m receiver antenna height) as compared to other models. Alternatively, the ECC-33 

model showed the heights path loss (175 dB in 2 m receiver antenna height).In suburban area 

(data shown in Table 4.2) the SUI model showed quite less path loss (96 dB) compared to other 

models. On the other hand, ECC-33 model showed heights path loss as showed in urban area. 

Moreover, Ericsson model showed remarkable higher path loss for 4 m and 8 m receiver antenna 

heights (i.e.159 dB and 157 dB respectively).In rural area (data shown in table 4.3), we can 

choose different models for different perspectives. If the area is flat enough with less vegetation, 

where the LOS signal probability is high, in that case, we may consider LOS calculation. 
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